Identification of an agent selectively targeting DPC4 (deleted in pancreatic cancer locus 4)-deficient pancreatic cancer cells.
One of the most common types of genetic alterations in cancer is the loss-of-function mutations in tumor-suppressor genes. Such mutations are usually very specific to cancer cells and present attractive and unique opportunities for therapeutic interventions. However, for various reasons, antitumor agents that target loss-of-function mutations have not been readily identified. In this report, using the deleted in pancreatic cancer locus 4 (DPC4) gene in pancreatic cancer as an example, we show the feasibility of a novel screening strategy, which we have named Pharmacological Synthetic Lethal Screening, for the identification of agents that selectively target cancer cells with loss-of-function mutations. We created DPC4 isogenic cell lines through the restoration of wild-type DPC4 in a pancreatic cancer cell line, BxPC-3, whose DPC4 gene was homozygously deleted. The isogenic cell lines were then used in the Pharmacological Synthetic Lethal Screening to evaluate compound libraries for antiproliferative activity and selectivity against DPC4 deficiency. After screening 19,590 compounds, we identified one lead compound, UA62001, which showed 4.6-fold selectivity against DPC4 deficiency in the DPC4 isogenic cell lines. UA62001 selectivity was also seen in another set of DPC4 isogenic cell lines generated by small interfering RNA knockdown. In addition, UA62001 was evaluated in commonly used pancreatic cancer cell lines. A fairly good correlation between DPC4 deficiency and UA62001 sensitivity was observed. Cell cycle analysis indicates that UA62001 arrests cells in S and G(2)-M phases. The results of microarray gene expression profiling and quantitative real-time reverse transcription-PCR suggest that cyclin B/CDC2 and minichromosome maintenance complexes might be the downstream cellular targets of UA62001.